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Review

EDNTORIAL

he response to tlte ltrst issue ofThe
Halliday Review has been very

encoumging, and we arc very gratefi.rl for
the expressions of interest and approval
which so many of you have expressed.
We are now committed to producing it
for at least a year. I hope that you will all
continue to find interest. infomation and
inspimtion ftom it. The bulk of the
contents will continue to be ftom
Eugene Halliday's own pen, but I hope
that there will be an input ftom otlters on
different aspects ofhis work, which may
expand our understanding and apprec-
iation of it, and him. I have to stress,
however, that any contributions offered
must have a direct link with the work of
EH. Articles should not exceed 1500
words, unless there is prior consultation
with the editor. Letters to the editor.
comments, notices, etc,, on Hallidayean
themes, are very welcome!

A matter which I feel ought to be
addressed here is EH's book on The
Tarot.

Many ofyou have sought copies of
this volume ofThe Collected Works, and
have been told that it is no longer
available. I feel that the time has come to
say why!

Editing EH's works is extrcmely
difficult because of his unique habit of
making a precis of the work of another,
but including his own views and
comments seamlessly within the text.
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increased their significance, of course!
But I have always had to examine his
manuscripts with great care.

The Tarot book, beautifully glued
together and with a specially illustrated
cover, passed tle examination and was
consider€d to be by EH. But much later
I discovered a published book so closely
akin to EH's version tlat we could
reasonably have been accused of
plagiarism had it been discovered. There
was no altemative but to withdmw the
book. It is particularly aggmvating be-
cause EH's emendations and additions
are uniquely valuable and original. I am
deeply sorry about this matter, but there
was, in the circumstances, nothing else I
could do.

We hope you enjoy your
subscription to THR, and we wish you
all a happy New Year, prosperous in the
development ofbeing.

David Mahlowe Editor
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FR.EE OR tsOUND?
By Eugene Flalliday

Js it better to be free or bound? It is
Ibener to work fiom one's own

centue or to be compelled to work fiom
someone else's? Is it better to will an act,
or to be tapped into it?

Whoever prefers slavery places
himself at the mercy of his master or
overseer. Whoever prefers bondage rs
submitting to something beyond himself.

Whoever will not work from his
own centue, will either be pushed out of
the way, or tumed to account in someone
else's purpose.

Whoever does not will to move,
wills to be still. Whoever does not will to
action, wills to passivity.

No being can ever cease to be. lt is
not in the nature ofbeing to cease to be.
Being ultimately is power. and power is
etemal. The power in man. man s will. is
etemal. Man must will either action or
passivity. If he wills passivity, others,
who will action, will act upon him. The
passive must either go to the wall or be
swept up in some other being's purpose.

The will is etemal. It can never cease
to be what it is - will. It is of the
essence of etemal power. Nothing it can
do can affect its etemality. Action affects
only its state of being; not its essence.
The will camot ever escape itself and its
own willed states. If it wills well, then it
feels well. If it wills ill, then it feels ill.
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nonentity. But the etemality of the will
refutes this. The will may wrap itself in
stillness. It does not thereby cease to
exist. Nor does it thereby place itself out
of reach of other wills. Having chosen
stillness it has chosen passivity. Having
chosen passivity it has placed itself at the
point where it can be acted upon by other
wills. There is no possibility of escape.
A will is either active or passive. If
passive, it may be acted upon by another,
active, will.

A man and a woman differ from
each other only in stress. The unbom
child at a certain stage is clearly
hermaphroditic. The appearance of a
stless detemines either to male or
female. If the stress is on tlle brain and
nervous system the child becomes male.
If the stress is on the lower parts and the
blood system the child becomes female.
The male child is thus stessed on t}Ie
intellect and nervous action centre. The
female is shessed on the will and
emotional action centre.

The relation between man and
woman is like the relation between the
newous system and the circulatory
system. The life of the nervous system
consists in thought and action-initiation.
The life ofthe blood-system consists in
feeling and emotional willing.

Botl men and women have a life of
thought, action-initiation, feeling, and
emotional-willing. They differ only in
the degree in which they are stressed on
one or the other part.

Because of their stress differences
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men and women tend to relate
themselves to each other in certain ways.
Just as the blood system tends to accept
orders ftom the nervous system so
women tend to accept orders ftom men.
But sometimes the blood becomes
overheated or chemically disturbed by
various foods. It then ceases to obey the
commands ofthe nervous system. In the
same way women sometimes become
thown into a state ofunbalance and then
refuse to take orders from men.

It sometimes happens tlat a man for
some reason becomes temporally
stressed on his blood system. (This may
happen by food or other causes, disease,
fever etc.). When this happens he is, for
the time being, acting as if he were a
woman, and his own blood system is
refusing to take orders ftom his nervous
system.

That the diflerence between men and
women is only one of shess is proved by
the large number of inter-sexed people,
and also by the fact of change of sex.
Many examples may be shown, Women
have become men; hens become cocks;
female budgerigars living on their owr
ftequently tum into males, and then
revert, on the introduction of a male into
their environment.

Nature balances in some degree the
number of males and females bom in
any given period. This is to ensure
continuation of the race and proper
relations. Apafi from procrearion there is
a real need for different sexes as they
mutually stimulate each other and
demonstate in thet separate ways the
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virtues v/hich are to be combined in both
later. The man shows the analltical
capacity ofthe human mind; the woman
shows the unity of the will. The man
shows the power of initiative in pro-
ducing new fonns; the woman shows the
permanence of the feeling as the
sushatum ofthe emotional life. Man and
v/oman sepamtely show the constituents
ofthe whole human being which every
one is destined eventually to become.

The whole human being is termed a
male-hermaphrodite, a male-female
with an extra shess on the male. This
simply means that the perfected human
being will be a being of ideas and
initiative, with feeling and will to
execute those ideas in accord with their
correspondent feelings. The perfected
human is called male-hermaphrodite
because the initiative and idea element
has a slight stress over the feeling and
will side. The stress on the idea element
enables it to bring its action into
harmony with universal truth, The stress
on the initiative element enables it to
select out of the mlriad possible good
actions some particulars for actual-
ization. Feeling provides the continuous
background ofexperience and will gives
the unity to the whole being.

When the human being is made
perfect the organism is then a perfect
vehicle for the expression of Will, ldea,
and Feeling. The state of a perfected
human being is one of profound
happiness, for he is able to will the good,
see how to realise it, and feel thejoy of
self-realisinq action furthering the work
of God and all other perfected beings.



The totality ofthe perfect are called
the body of Christ. They work
continuously injoy for the realization of
universal purpose.

The world is
a creation of
God's love, "God

so loved the
world". Thus
perfected human
beings also love
the world aad

work to increase the joy in it by bringing
more and more beings to perfection.
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substance. Such a three-aspected being
we may call a soul. A soul is a three-
aspected being. Man does not have a
soul; he is a soul. When the soul
measues, judges. counts or evaluates in
ideas. we call it Man. i.e. the measuror
etc. When we think ofthe soul as a spirit
living in a kind of cell (the body), we
call it a self. Every selfis an embodied
soul. Every soul is a solo will, a unific
three-aspected being.

Self-will is the will of an embodied
soul. Every embodied soul is a will to
self. The difference between souls is a
three-aspected difference. Souls differ tn
substantial activity and consciousness.
Wlether high or low, every embodied
soul is a self-will. and wills self. and
differs ftom other selves only in actual
conscious substantial activity. Some
souls are at one stage of self-
development, others at others. Every
soul will develop in due couse to tlte
level it wills. Some souls are at the stage
ofidentification with their gross material
bodies. others with their ideas. others
with their feelings. The aim is to be
aware of bodies, ideas and feelings,
witlout loss ofone's wholeness. Loss of
wholeness results from excessive stress
of, and identification with, bodies, ideas
or feeliags, whether one's own or
someone else's.

To balance the three aspects ofone's
soul is not to lose, but to gain value.
Excessive stress produces partial activity
and thus obscures otler activities ofthe
soul, making it unbalanced and leading
it to suffering. Only the balanced soul is
truly fiee. Only the ftee soul is truly
joyful. Balance is thus the key to true

spinal

This is the Orb or Mond which
shows the human being in his simplest
form as a three-fold being.

The spinal nerves coordinate the
unspoken will (or motive power) with
the idea (or speaking guide) through the
medium of good feeling for truth. The
union of true idea with good will
mediated by beautiful feeling is the goal
of human action.

All beings are essentially threefold.
They have a substantial aspect, a con-
sciousness aspect, and a volitional or
action aspect.

Every being is a will-consciousness-
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Joy,
balanced soul is happy in etemity and
time, in any and every world.

Yet to the immature, balance seems
like nothing. It is as nothing, as void, as
valuelessness. For the immature soul
tumbles always into partial actiyity and
feels every excessive stress as an
evidence oflife. Excess requires no great
sensitivity to become aware ofitself. The
fine sweetness and gentleness ofbalance
is as a nothing to the excessive soul.

But the time comes for every soul
when excess is finished. Every real thing
and idea and feeling is then known as it
is in its essence, without false stess,
without fear. Every thing, every body,
every vegetable and every animal,
human, or other being is then seen and
loved for what it truly is itself, at its own
stage of being, moving onward to
perfection.

DESIGN trOR..A.
GOLD PENDANI|

by Eugene Halliday
6ee opposite)

For the want of a nail the shoe was lost.
For the waht of a shoe the horse was lost. For
the want of a horse the crown wa.s lost. And all
for the h'ant of a nail. "

fhe pendant was, in fact. made.
I and became the badge of the

-Chairman of ISHVAL.

The symbology ofthe badge is deep
and complex. and repays study. A few

happiness. The truly hints. For
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crowr $
composed of crosses and fleurs de lys,
which signifu respectively comnittal and
looseness, There is also a Cap of
Maintenance inside the crown, and a
double-crossed bar.The shoe is reversed,
meaning a doming. The nail is the Vav
of the Hebrew alphabet. Vav signifies
the organ of generation, and also, in thrs
case, the tongue, the uffuly member! We
are to nail what comes out of the moutl.
The forelock of the horse is the letter
Shin. There is much more. He that hath
eves to see. let him see!
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HE.&R.XNG
try JEugene Hallidlay

ear, O Israel!" The ear is inner;
the eye is outer. The eye lusts

for outer things. The ear is prior to lhe
eye, for the universe is a product ofthe
sound-ether iAkasha). 

"God said, Let
there be light." Gods Word (the ear's
object) is prior to the light (the eyes's
object). The God-function in man is the
listening ear. Speaking and listening
starts in the heart. Ego-conceit says, "I

will go my own way. I will not listen to
God." Thus it becomes deaf to Truth.
Deaftress does not evoke sympathy as
much as does blindness, for we suspect
that the deaf do not will to hear.

The secret is in the Book of Samuel.
Listening opens to primary language,
and so to all languages. Hence "speaking

in tongues", which may express rn
gestue, body-movement, speech, song,
etc. The whole body is to /is/en. Listen =
loose-hold. One must not impede that
which sounds in one's being; therefore
one must be loose. Yet one must hold
one's attention in the hearing intent.
There must be a savouring of what is
heard. One must be like Samuel in the
Temple (in the inner hearing) saying,
"Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth";
alert for the divine voice. One must tone
the organism to improve the hearing
faculty. The whole organism is to
become a resonating space, ampli$ing
the "still, small voice", blecoming a
speaking ear, a hearing speaker. The
organism must be cleaned, toned. The

non-r€sonant substances must be
removed. Fat ar€ non-resonant. Fruits
and their juices clean and sharpen the
organism and arrest time's decay
processes. When the body is clean and
resonant one hears noumenal forms,
becomes an instrument ofthe Absolute.
One is to pray irmerly, "Lord, let me hear
Tlry prayer inme, for me." God's prayer
is better for man than man's prayer for
himsell

f a living being seeks the cause of
itself, it comes finally to the

seeker itself, willing to seek, and finding
only itself.
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lfe continue in this issue our regular feature on synbols ofuniversal signilicance. This is the
second of a series drawn ahd written by Eugene Halliday

Meditation Guide
ook at this illushation. Fix your
gaze on the mazeline and try to

follow it with your eye.
You will find that this
requires considerable
attention. It is not easy
to keep one's con-
sciousness on the maze-
line; there is a tendency
for the eye to leap across
the inter-spaces and to
try to find some com-
pletely enclosed space
where the line meets it-
self. If such an enclosed
space could be dis-
covered, consciousness
would then be able to
rest within it, as in a
zone of security.

Once a totally
enclosed space had been
found it would then be possible to
recognise it as such. (Recognition is only
possible ifa form has already been seen).
Recognition is a most imponant factor in
creating a feeling of security and free-
dom ftom fear. Recognition is the first
requirement ifwe are to adapt our action
to our environment, whether we are to
fly from a situation, to oppose it, or to
co-operate with it.

If we follow the mazeline to its

ends we will frnd that they terminate m
the hands ofthe fisure ofthe man. There

is something in the
human being which
enables him to gather
into himself the chaotic
forces symbolised by
the mazeline and to
impose upon them some
recognisable form.

What is this
something in man
which enables him to
gather into himself the
forces ol chaos and to
impose order upon
them? It is his already
established form.

Look at the position
ofthe man's feet in the
illustuation. They are

placed together to form a letter 'T'. This
'T' form is repeated in the block shape
upon which the man is standing. In the
midst of all the meandering movement of
the maze-line, the rigid lines ofthe block
letter 'T' stand out as a symbol of
security.

We use the lener'T'to s),rnbolise
the established form of a thing, or
whatever is fixed or identifiable in an
event or situation. The 'T' is made of



two lines crossing each other at right
angles and so ananged that they present
a symmetrical figure. In lines placed at
right angles to each other we see
illustrated two directions having nothing
in common with each other except that
they are directions. The fact that the two
lines have no common direction is the
chief virtue of the letter 'T', for when
two things or events have nothing in
comrnon we are enabled to place them in
separate categories of thought, and it is
by the process of categorising things and
events that we are able to bring our lives
into order and thus provide ourselves
with a firm basis on which to build a
realistic world-view.

When our world view conesponds with
the world as it is in reality we are m
possession ofan etemally valid form, a
key with which we can unlock the
mysteries of time and etemity.

The aimlessly meandering mazeline
slmbolises all chaotic force outside any
formalised. ordered systems. The 'T'

form symbolises all that is fixed,
established, formed or ordered. The
maze-line and the 'T' form are exactly
contmry to each other in significance. It
is by the understanding ofthe principle
of conharies tlat man may maintain hrs
being and position in tlte Universe.

The mazeline signifies no rigid,
established principle. The 'T' form
signifies just this principle of rigid
establishment. Man stands between the
two opposing concepts and is thus seen
to be the Mediator between aimlessness
and aim, between formlessness and
form, between uselessness and use,

between the free and the bound. The
straight line down the centre ofthe man
signifies the principle of co-ordination
manifesting through the brain and spinal
newes. The figure of eight at right angles
to this line, and making the form of the
eyes, signifies the reciprocal relation
between all forces of chaos and all
established systems.

REF'LECI|IONS OI{
lfF]tE MIILLENIUMI

by Abel Stahnion

pugene Halliday was an enquirer into, and
I) an embodiment oJ. the Spirit. To this efJecl
he searched the Scriphlres, mon! ofwhich ale
prophetic, .rnd elucidated the true rorhngs of
History: natuely how the Spirit embodies itself
ihto existence and Time.

Alreody the fast apprcaching end of the
Second Millennium,(A.D.) troubles and disturbs
the subconsciolli ofcontemporary Weslern man,
born into a culture permeated U) the life, death
and resurrection ofJesus Chist. As this event
ilraws nigh, let us open ourselves to its potential
offe ngs of life and death, of rcdemption and
retributioh, )hich trill surely tinge all our
thoughts as a new millennium comes to be.

fhe Millennium approaches. All
I counting of Time must start

from a point in space. Our westem time-
counting mode has traditionally set that
point as at the birth ofJesus Christ. Any
clate (datum given) in Time, is a multiple
event, based in space, time and power.
We are empowered to pace out space.
Each space is a universal quantum,
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uniquely disposed. As we pace out and

thus act, we assess by thought and
feeling the significance of this
continuously dynamic process, in which
we involve ourselves and at every
moment are involved; the passage of
men through space-time is called the
historic process; for mankind and for
each individual part of mankind, this
experience is cumulative; and
simultaneously each event, for each
nation and for each man, is in a unique
time space. Some rationally stressed
minds believe (which is a nbn-rational
process), that each date is Just' a figure
without significance. It is seen simply as
a label, arbitrarily attached to events; and
that all such labels can be assessed as
equivalent.

There is another view. This sees
time as a creative and destructive
process. Exactly as a man experiences,
forms, and wills to reform his life, his
developmental process, so sirnilarly does
the nation and the race; and this rs
reflected in the lile and condition ofthe
planet. All life is forming, r.eforming,
transforming with purpose and to effect.
The human being is in the unique
position to prefer and will changes in his
energy pattemings and therefore to con-
dition his environment as well as to be
conditioned by it. He can participat€ rn
God's plan in himself; and seek to re-
know His word. Both the Old and New
Testaments make this plain. The law, the
prophets, and especially Jesus Christ's
redemptive gospel state clearly that as a
man sows. so shall he reap, AII action in
time ls to effect. Each moment of time rs
a conglomerate of 'good' and 'evil'

willed by each and all. No breath, no

Winter I
word but registers. And tlerefore there rs
a last moment for all men and forms.
Every thought, feeling and act committ-
ed pre-suppose an end. And God is posit-
ed as positing an end for all His creatures
in His creation.

When the etemal will in man
exoressed as his existential choice
time, the configurations ofhistory occur.
At any moment God witnesses some
combinations of His possibilities coming
to be. Each and every confluence is made
plain; played out in time. By naming and
numbering the year since Jesus Christ's
birth. we denote man's historical
struggle. Cbdst by His supreme
individual example ofGod embodied and
at work and crucified has permeated all
behaviour since. So the ensuing and
Christ-influenced behaviour of men -
ignorant or knowledgeable, merciless or
compassionate - has passed from gen-
eration to generation and worked in all
territories of the west, disturbing and
transforming their m1ths, transforming
their earth, sky, natural resources and
physical and mental and emotional life.
In every moment, in every day, year and
century, men have judged themselves,
their earth, their land, their past and
future; used and abused them; and passed
on, into the next space-time; into the next
generation; all called chronological time.
Prophets have appeared and wamed;
sages have counselled; heretics have
initiated new deparhlres, men have
listened or ignored; the planet, then as
now, testifies to their accumulated
decisions.

As they structure their pattems of
time-action in their minds, men know

ls
1n

l 0
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them as decades, centuries
millennia. The greater the multiplicity of
actions, events, or information described,
the geater the need to formulate and
contain them in such 'time' concepts.
The Bible, in various instances and
particularly in the Book of Revelation
(Ch.20 v.2-7) makes specific reference
to a new Millennium in which the
blessed who have known a new re-
sunection will participate. This for many
believers has been a fascinating promrse.
Both in the period after Christ's death
and also at the end of the first
millennium, the new 'age' of Cbrist
resurected was felt to be imminent, The
'blessed' in Christ would with passion
and cormitment enter this new revealed
millerulium. This was a very strong
beliefat and after 1000 AD; at this point,
suddenly, the rich sought voluntarily to
become destitute; and the poor by their
discipleship sought final release ftom the
infamies, sufferings, and comrptions
imposed upon them by a violent state
and venal church. These seeken were
called Millenians. They persistently
proclaimed the promise and found their
own Apocalypse (The End Days). This
was to be inhabited by them, redeemed
Adams and Eves, in an Eden without sin
and shame, a realisable and ftee society
ofcreative equals, new bom according to
the promise, the final liberation ftom the
Satanic hierarchs who ruled the world.
Men werc, according to the promise, to
become Gods once more

The very numerous strugglings and
imaginings, cruelly repressed at the time,
were real and agonised attempts to focus
the meaning in the Revelation. As time
consumed mankind these Millenians

time to its final re-
demption and resolution. Their struggles
'were themselves often confused and
violen! yet they knew the burden of a
thousand years and sought liberation rn
embodfng what for them was a promise,
The present moment in time, with the
second millemium consumed, with the
third struggling now to be bom, offers us
the occasion as any new year, new
decade, new cenrury does, to re-examine
the purposes and processes of time, and
how we may redeem it in us. Great
global processes in which a// humaniry is
now to some degree consciously
involved - for a// know ofthe existence
oflhe other - challenge all and require
response. We all live, apparently, in a
deeply threatened, over-populated, over-
exploited, insanely informed and
uninformed world. Terrible currents of
fear and foreboding run under the ripples
of contemporary frivolity; just as they
did for 10th and llth century man, lve
incorporate our history as the planet
moves into anotler dispensation of the
heavens, (the Age ofAquarius). As we
project and are projected into a new
epoch, where, in the old nomenclature,
the hosts of heaven conflict, we
experience at many levels the awful
impersonality of God's work in history.
Aware as we must be of our errors
committed in the universal Fall. let us
look into and accept the reality of two
millennia past, to which our ancestors
have been committed and which they
have endorsed; and then voluntarily open
ourselves to the often dreadful, always
pregnant signs of the times. Once
poverty was th€ universal lot; locally
endured; now our lot is information
globally funnelled in and out ofus; with

l t
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regard except to pro

We have secretly conspired to enter this
time, in which every moment seems
essential for survival; as in different
modes it did in the past. But once we
prefer to observe and refuse to judge,
then historical significance becomes
more apparent, Two millennia dom-
inated by the individual example of
Christ are coming to an end. A new
Aquarian re-becoming is to be awaited.

Two millenda oftime, of desire and
acceptance. of violence and compassion
have sufficiently bruised some souls that
they may now passionately and
resolutely search to undeEtand not only
the "form and pressure of the age and
body of the Time" but also to see how
this body is intemally growing and has
grown. For as in the body ofman which
grows by 'leaps' so also does the age.
We are about to leap into the age of
Aquarius, and as in all history so far, so
that we may be puged and cleansed, this
time by the challenge of global
computerisation in every aspect of our
lives, cataloguing all activity as
equivalent statistics, and registering
every breath we lake. And at the dawn of
the third millennium may we affirm our
own significance as we posit Christ's
individual example anew; that of vol-
untary sacrifice to be absorbed into time;
and into us, its posite$. Now it is to be
into universal as well as into westem
individual man, so that a few conscienc-
es may be conyinced of God's unique
way in History; and hope and pray for
His second coming in us, as unique
witnesses to his glory.

Poem by Eugene Halliday

Somebody is stealing ftom you;
I ask you not to let your lsgs
run with you to the place
where is the thief
I ask you not to put out your hands
to grasp
what is your own;
I ask you not to let your heart
leap v/ith fear at the thought
ofyour loss.

Shength and cowag€ -
These cannot be filched ftom you.
Heart and mind
(l.,orr heart and mind)
are still yours.
No thief can take away
what is truly your own.

I know -
thieves have stolen from me;
but nothing - nothing
ofmy own self.

The Ultimate Challenge
try Richard Freernan

Can I reveal to rnyselfhow beautiful I am?
Can I rcveal to you how beautiful I am?
Can you rcveal to yourself how beautiful
you are?
Can you reveal to me how beautiful you are?
Together your beauty and mine enrich a
growmg umverse.
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Tacit Conspiracy
by Philip Rose

You are a woman,
I a man,
Yet we are not differcnt.

IfI wer€ woman,
You a woman,
We would be the same.

Ifyou were man,
And I were man
Where would be the game?

So I pretend to be a rnan,
While you pretend to be a woman,
Although the same
We play the game;
The game ofbeing different.

SUCCESS Part Two
hy Eugeme Flalliday

o develop true will one is to
declarc to oneself this aim; "I

AM developing true will". Vocare est
invocare. Practice irmerly the developing
of tme will in imagined situations. Feel
inner power orientated. Visualise
accomplishing whatever is undertaken.

During all physical action maintarn
mental action. Do not allow inenia to
act. Will the act throughout. Focus
thought into the act. By thought-culture
one conditions the brain to higher
activities. Control every act by conscious
will so that economy ofaction is gained
and becomes natural. The vir oso
violinist kaows what he is doing with hts

hngers and bow and the music.

Will-controlled action is to be easy
and mindful. No mind-wandering ts
allowed. Whole self must be in tlte act,
the mind permeated with concenhation.
Mind-contol in physical acts develops
magnetic will. The I AM is to conhol
every organ and muscle and faculty.

Rhrthm is regularity ofmotion, seen
in gesture, heard in the voice, felt in the
soul. It moves as water moves, carrymg
its motion with it ftom phase to phase.

IJnconrolleo
disallowed. The I
Every act has its
which one is to
actrng.

impulses are to be
AM is to control all.
foreseen reason, of

be conscious before

Effort is energy plus willed interest.
It is the guarantee of success. Total self,
unihc will and no loose ends is the way
of magnetic will.

Success presupposes a goal,
persistent sffort and intelligent readiness
to adjust to change wherever it occurs.
Effort (energy plus interest), rcquires
control by a plan. Pre-vision ofthe way
to attainment ofa goal is planning. Each
step is to be foreseen. Only the right plan
gives success. The planned life is the
expression of intelligence. A plan
properly made is to be followed if the
conditions under which the plan was
made do not change.

Always bear in mind the rules for
magnetic willing. The clear, correct plan
gives magnetic power over the futule
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In relating with people always
remember the magnetic will. Remain
conscious of it in the eye-glance, the
hand-touch, the voice-tone. B€ courteous
always. Sacrifice everything except the
essential. Allow every opinion that does
not impede attainment of the goal. The
magnetic form is courteous, uncritical of
othe$, reticent, intemally sincere,
non-exclusive. Use the mask of
civilisation, but remain sincere within.
Control all expressions and outgoing
impulses.

Hard setting ofthe will to attain may
breed opposition. It is not magnetic and
induces violent reactions in the
continuum of cosmos and in other
individuals. True will attains its goal
silently, without display of force. It
cultivates regard for others, exposes its
intention, because it is honourable and
inspires confidence. True will wills no
friction, either in itselfor in the world. It
has a long view, never forgets the
purpose, holds to the goal, is not initated
by opposition, but finds a way round it.
It knows no defeat. It is gained by the
assumption of personal digmty
untouched by trivialities. It tums
misfortunes into occasions ofhumour. It
gives to every impedance a recognition
ofits purpose, the testing ofintent.

Mental g),rnnastics can develop
physical as well as mental muscles.
Mind involved in muscle exercise
develops good quality muscles.
Intelligent conscious purpose leads the
blood to where it is needed.
Thought-power stimulates the whole
organism and refines it. Mental
gymnastics sends energy to all muscles

and organs involved in tlrc exercise. The
mind is to imagine intensely the action,
feel and will it. Use every aid, mental
dumbbells, barbells, Indian clubs, rowing
machine, shadow-boxing, ball-games,
army drill, caryentry, sawing, hammer-
ing, walking briskly, running, jumping,
etc. Engage the mind fully in the act,
with energetic imagery, feeling muscle
action and resistance.

Every manifest form is the
expression of an idea in a mind. Its
structure gives evidence of a plan, as the
five-petalled flowe1 etc. By the plan clay
becomes blossom,

Innumerable forces sweep through
the continuum of cosmos. Many are
irelevant to specific goals. Some act on
the goal seeker to aid or oppose him rn
accord with his will to work for the ASP
or not.

Each vibration-complex (being) has
its own harmonic strucfure or tone,
which may resonate with others related
harmonically with it. Each individual is
a locus in the continuum and responds to
othe$ according to harmonic law. Each
individual works habitually at a certarn
level and knows nothing of other levels
other than vaguely. There is a level for
the divine, the angelic, the free volitional
human, the logical human, the
mentational animal, the vegetable and the
mineml. By practice in sensitisation one
may change awarenessJevel. There may
be conmunication across all levels by
resonance. A gross physical being
(materialistic man) may be influenced by
a subtle or causal being invisible to him.
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Or the influence may flow both ways
There are fiiendly and inimical
influences acting between people for no
obvious reason, but behind them acts the
law ofharmonic resonance, to reinforce
or destroy. One person is tuned to
another or not. The same person may
aflect others differently because oftheir
different resonance capacities. Radio
interference shows this. Two nearly the
same but not identical frequencies may
leak into each other and destroy secrccy.
Freak weather may affect all wave
forms, as does the sun-spot cycle.

The eyes of different nations may
have different colour-response cap-
acities. Colour perception in ancient
peoples was not as in modem man.

Subconscious influences may affect
behaviour and act between persons.
Some approach the threshold of
consciousness as vague feelings not quite
definable.

Man is not orndpotent but his
capacities vary by innate gift.
environment, culture, etc. The duty of
man is to extend his gifts. Will is the
man. The perfect will divinises man. The
will's prime aim is the attainment of
divinisation. Its second aim is adjustment
to the requirements of its own locus.
Each man has his own proper sphere of
action and his duty therein.

By persistent effod one may
increase one's lesponse capacity, recerve
a wider range of energies, intensi8/ what
one already has. Alertness is the key.

Alertness is all-work in full attention

to the goal and the means to attain it.
lntention is attention within. Atlention is
intention witlout. Attention is to be
made continuous in order to become
magnetic. Attention must embrace a
wide field of awareness, like a hunter
seeking his quarry. Intense alertness
gains power to originate magnetic waves
by the developing ofinner energy-sense.

Every enYironment acts on the
organism in il and sets forces in motion
in it. Alertness tunes the mind to such
forces. The more intense one's alertness,
the morc one's consciousness captures
the environing forces and becomes more
able to deal with them.

Alertness gives power to know,
respond to and originate forces.
Reception power shows the possible
generative power by which man becomes
an active creator ofinfluential forces.

Keep alert to conditions and therr
meaning. Become conscious, weigh,
interpret and decide. Especially tune in to
the vaguer influences which otherwtse
might have unconscious influence over
one's decisions. Raise all impressions to
conscious level. Remain active not
passive. Note the influence of persons,
whether radiated consciously or not. Act
vigorously on the intelligent inter-
pretation. Bring past experience into tlle
present and compare both, and not
probabilities of the future.

Declare your intent to improve,
extend your sensitivities, Thus become a
creator and lord ofworld conditions.

Imaginative action exercises mind
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and body for all circumstances like those profitable meetings with persons.
imagined. Practice till hamrony is automatic and

applied in claily life. Napoleon pre-fought
his battles. Experience never repeats
identically. Hance one needs alertness to
meet the unrehealsed event. There must
be immediate self-controlled decision.

Personal magnetism varies with
one's positivity degree. Hold constarrtly
in mind that alertness gatheN magnetic
forces,

The Supreme Law is Loving Service,
and has the backing of Cosmic Power
and intelligence. Strong faith has built
the universe in infinite Sentient Power;
and every minutest living being in it.
Love and Intelligence are everywhere at
work. To be able is to be under the
imperative to create. Today's faith is
tomorow's substantial being.

The beast of burden does as
compelled. The faithful dog anticipates
his master's wishes, and so is magnetic.
The beast of burden eats the food given
to him, but does not express thanks for it.
The dog shows his gratitude and so rs
loved by his master. The beast of burden
uses his strength to pull his load, but is
not admired for it. The race-horse makes
a special response to his rider, and ts
admired by the spectators. Faith shows in
how one does something. Faith in action
has quality as well as quantity. The
inspired will is greater than mere energy.
and shows the roused soul in the work.
The inspired wilt vibmtes not only itself
but its surroundings, and awakens
response. The combined wills ofa team
of shire horses provoke admiration, for
they constitute together one battery of

Do not fall into unconscious
day-dreaming. Be alert and watchful of
rnner processes. Imagine stimuli and
respond to them. Weigh, interpret,
decide and act. Imagine new improve-
ments and mentally energise them.
Imagine unfamiliar situations and adjust
to them. Imagine new ways of solving
old problems.

In rclation with percons remain alefi
and active. Detect motives. Weigh.
interpret, decide and act. Look for what
is hard to see. Do not be indifferent.
Indifference is lax and non-magnetic.
Ignore expressions of enmity and
continue to will friendship. Do not lose
sight of your goal. Do not allow
impulsive reaction. Maintain your sense
of honour and human dignity. This is
religion.

Each day creatively imagine a new
possibility or condition or circumstance
of life. Meet friendship with friendship
and enmity with friendship. Do not let
sudden impulse impede your movement
towards your goal. Present pleasure is
not worth loss offriendship. But honour
must be maintained.

Do not directly assault another's
thodght pattem. Keep feelings
harmoniously related. Suspicion destroys
magnetism. Be innerly watchful without
fear and know the other person. Say
what is acceptable. Be economic in
energy expenditure.

Creatively imagine harmonious
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will. Quality of effort magnetises.

Two men may do equal amounts of
work in a week, yet one is promoted and
the other not. This is not mere luck. Law
govems €verlthing. Magnetism depends
on psychic intensity. The promoted man
has inner energy confolled. Faith
precipitates success. The equal muscle-
work of two men produces unequal
results if one has faith and intensity and
the olher not. The man of intense faith
vibrates the surroundings and provokes
admiration in those who see him at work.
Promotion comes and brings further
intensity and faith. Mastery comes with
the knowledge "I AM intelligent powe/'.

Newous energy travelling along a
nerve creates an electro-magnetic fleld
perpendicular to the nerve and this
propagates at light-speed through space.

The quality ofvital force depends on
the person's mood and attitude to life's
reality. Nerve-flow follows will; blood-
flow follows newe flow. The owner of
will has his own character, which is the
determinant of the quality of his will.
The superior person shows his
superiority in his qualiry of effon in
action more than in the actual quantity of
work done. The employer wants not
merely work output, but this plus the
quality ofthe worker's character. Where
quality is seen, promotion follows. Good
quality action provokes admiration.
Hence one should intensely do one's
best. The work may be done without
personal relation with another person,
but be done with intense dedication (e.9.
painting, carving, modelling, weaving,
book keeping). Or it may involve

personal relation with othe$, (as priest,
doctor, lawyer, joumalist).

In non-personal work, one must
sustain interest, improve skill, apply
nervous energy and muscle, aim at
perfect finish, use intense inner energy.
Use time economically, magnetise the
work with intense faith in it. Thus a
magnetic field is generated in the
suroundings and has its effect, and
creates the futule occasion.

In personal relations in work, one
must generate and sustain interest in
persons, improve personal relationships,
create satisrying good action, be perfect
in fulfilling agreements, have deepest
intemal energy, use time economically,
be irurerly athactive, be totally uncritical
of others, ftee from injustice in deed,
word or thought or feeling; have full
sense ofhonour; call on wholly magnetic
will.

Be conscious at all times ofmagnetic
intensity, in both personal and
non-peffonal work. Magnetise the work
and the person by intense interest. Put
your absolute self into both. Let your
whole body, posture, gesture and action
be realised magnetically in full
consciousness. Thus attain a pedect
magnetic chamcter and being.

Improve evert'thing. See a need; will
alertness; desire to make the improve-
ment. Uncover all that is hidden in the
thing and situation. Be energetic tn
action, Believe that improvement rs
possible. Banish indifference and inertra.

Maintain an inner sense of energY
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under control. Do not squander energy
extemally. Magnetic energy is controlled
energy.

Present forms ofmatter are evolutes
of early forms. Radio-activity is a
characteristic of primal substance. The
inner self is also radio-active in its
special way. The more intense the
conhol, the more intense the
radio-activity. One must see oneself as
radio-active, hold the belief in one's
increasing power. One must see oneself
as a live possibility-maker carrying
possibility into actuality.

Be courteous at all times. Sincere
politeness is admirable and genemtes a
magnetic field. Be alet at all times to the
situation's possibitities. Especially be
alert to the finer reactions of persons.
Understand them ard their purposes and
interests. Never ignore a person prcsent;
never be indifferent. Win over the
opposition. Do not fail to see enmity
where it is. Aim to convert it to
friendship. Do not let prejudice over-rule
reason. Do not let impulse overthrow
pursuit ofthe goal. Do not let personal
dislikes come between you and others.
Do not forget your self-control.

Magnetism regards the interests of
others without forgetting its own pur-
pose. It sees others as cooperative
beings, not as means to one's own
private ends. It serves in order to gam
co-opemtion. It brings opportunities by
its faith. It loves life. "All the world
loves a lover."

See yourselfas a lifeJover.

Be unhesitatingly resolved to attain
your goal. Allow no petty impulse to
impede progress. Permit no weakness of
character. Be of inflexible will, yet
adaptable to changing circumstances.
Give to others what is their right. Honour
every flag. Aid the falling to nse.
Respect all beings. Defer to the weaker
vessel.

Honour magnetises intention.
Everything is energy and sentience. See
all things as stages of the evolution of
spirit, moving towards becoming a
penon. Mind dwells in every body.
Brain is its chi€f centre in brained
animals. Physical and mental action arise
usually from outer stimuli acting on the
sense organs, which provide the
materials for thought. Yet the mind
initiates much action independently of
outer stimuli.

Mind has self-stimulation power, and
so is not wholly dependent on outer
stimuli. Attention organises intelligence.
Where attention is lacking, outer stimuli
may produce reactions in the
subconscious zone ofthe mind, and these
be followed by nervous actions and
muscle action, so that we speak without
control, etc.

Will orders attention and so nerve
and muscle action. Will is the
commander, the initiator. Without will,
the attention falters or wanders; and
unconscious reactions occur. Will may
accept or reject stimuli, may modif, or
nullifii them, and control the senses.
Right wilt acts in accord with the
essential being-purpose, and intends
always ethically.
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To act with conformity to one's
monadic destiny is to act with good will.
To act contrary to this is bad will. The
monadic destiny is the complete
development ofthe monad. One is not to
halt at less than completion of one's
destiny, and that of others. Be a bodhi
satlva.

The right will is purely ethical. The
wrong will is not ethical. Right will may,
through lack of energy, fail to attain an
object, but its intention is ethical, for it
aims at the benefit ofall beings, and not
merely at its own private gain, Finally,
right will must gain the energy it needs,
for the Cosmic intention is the
preservation and development of right
willed beings.

Cosmos aims to maintain itself and
so to maintain any who work with it.
Such a self-preservative unit must in-
herently be willing harmonious
inte$ation.

Harmony means hierarchical
equilibrium of diversified forces. To
maintain cosmic balance the ASP has
inserted into each unit the drive to
self-maintenance. Self-interest finally
results in self-education and recognihon
of what makes for harmony. Thus the
ASP guarantees ultimate cosmrc
harmony. Individuals who pursue only
pdvate self-interest find themselves
defeated by the same drive in others, and
so come frnally to see the need for
cooperation. Thus cosmos Puts
other-interest above private self-interest.

Cosmos can be satisfied only in full
self-realisation, and this is possible only

in the setting up of an intelligent right
willed hierarchy. Hierarchy rightly based
tums chaos into order. In the struggle of
individuals for self-realisation, develop-
ment depends on increase of the seeing
of the need for cooperation. Self
realisation is the need for all selves.
Private self-interest is error. Love is
work for development ofpotentialities of
being. Love is the Great Law ofthe ASP
to be realised in all beings in cosmos.
Real sellinterest wills to assist, not
merely to allow other self-interest. The
Golden Rule is the Law ofCosmos. No
one being can fully realise its potential at
the expense of another. Wrong moral
intent finally removes itself ftom
existence. Right intentioned beings
finally survive because they cooperate
with others and the environment. To
sacrifice one's environment (which
includes other beings) for private
purpose is to destroy the source ofone's
self-development possibilities.

Finally the sfongest will is the right
will, for right will has ASP backing, and
so is fearless. Wrong will is fearful
because it knows that its private intent
has no support ftom ASP or ftom other
wills. Right will intends benefit to all
wills. This is the ground ofethics.

Nature appears unethical or neutral
in relation to ethics, for it kills to live
wherever it needs to, and coopemtes only
to survive, as seen, for example in the
bird./crocodile tooth-picking relation.

Right will is honourable, and so
magnetic, for it wills to benefit all
beings. Cultivation strengthens it. Brain
dynamism is vibrant and radiating, for it
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is innerly harmonious and non-conta-
dictory and so directly effective. The
inner harmony stimulates physical and
mental functions. Radiating forces act on
other beings. The whole individual being
is involved in their actions. Action is
incessant on othem, and influences their
actions in tum.

Wrong will in one is recognised to
be such by others. Right will rs
recognised and brings cooperation to the
degree recognised.

Honour is active right will striving
for others' benefit as well as for its own.
It is straight, strong, harmoniously
persistent, and profoundly affects others,
creates haxmony in them and attracts
them, and provokes good responses.
Finally it captures the others' will and
secures cooperation.

Honourable right will banishes fear,
worry, confusion, error, misunderstand-
ing, self-distrust, personal weakness,
suspicion; it inspires courage, sellcon-
fidence. personal energy. inner peace,
stimulates mind and body and gives
tone. It controls subconscious processes,
develops inner psychic power, creates
faith in others, and in the cosmic process
and ASP intent. It increases fteedom and
so moves man towards divinity.

Each truth is to be daily meditated. It
is to be thought, loved, acted upon,
r€peated until embodied directively. One
is daily to re-dedicate oneself to the
honourable service of ASP in Cosmos.
Human dignity rests in honourable
dedication which generates magnetism.

(To be continued)

Winter 1997-8

As an esse tial prereEtisite to mednindul
discu.ssion, lirst define your terms. EH

Ili€rological Values are those
values contained in the sacred writings of
world religions.

These values derive from the
ultimate source of all values of which
human values constitute one expression-
complex,

From the identity of the ultimate
source ofall values comes the concept of
the ultimate non-duality of human
purposes and from this the necessity of
honouring those purposes insoiar as they
do not refute themselves.

on-duality is that which
precedes the prime unity.

'Oneness' is a concept derived ftom the
contemplation ofa plurality held together
as a whole in the mind. 'Duality' is a
concept derived from rhe breaking ofan
observed unity, as when one breaks an
apple in hali or from the observed fact
that the mental world is not always
correspondent with the physical.

Non-dualism (Advaita) is not
Monism. Monism is the doctrine that the
ultimate rcality is only substance,
whether this substance is conceived as
matter or spint.

But Monism has the problem of
explaining the apparent duality of matter
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and spirit, or body and mind. It requires
that the One shall be able to explain the
Two. By conhast, Non-dualism does not
assert a unity behind the apparent
duality, but asserts that the duality rs
merely an appearance.

mpossible is a meaningless word
in a world wherein things are but

modalities of power and power is will.
"Where there is a will, there's a way."

EKKLESI.\
P,A.R.A F]IEXON

by Eugene Flalliday

f here is nothing but the infinite
I Absolute Sentient Power. All

phenomena, ftom the subtlest to the most
gross are but modalities of this A.s.P.
The 'self of man is such a modality.
Each modality is the A.S.P. self-
modalising in the place ofthat modality.
The apparent sepamtion of man's self
from the Selfofthe A.S.P. results only
from concentmtion on the forms and
functions of the modality in a given
place. Breaking of such concentration on
local modalities, and remembrance ofthe
infinite A.S.P. as the ultimate reality
releases consciousness from the
identification resulting fiom such
concentations.

The method of breaking such
identifications is by continual re-
statement ofthe awareness that only the
A.S.P. is the ultimate source and cause

of all phenomena presented within any
field of awareness or 'consciousness.

Every aid to this continual remembrance
is to be employed. Aids are of three
kinds: ideational, affective and conative.

By means of ideas (forms) in the
field of consciousness, either subtle
(mental) or gross (physical), the A.S.P.
may be continually re-presented and
carry consciousness to transcendence of
the zone of identification. By means of
affective states remembered from times
of transcendence of finite identificatron
the state of tmnscendence may be re-
presented. By the replaying of conative
states experienced in the state of
transcendence, the conative state ofthe
A.S.P. may be re-presented.

As unbalance of finite forces results
in motion in some direction, with
attendant serial or sequential
presentations, the unbalance is to be
changed into balance by remembrance of
the non-directionality or infinite
directionality of the infinite A.S.P.
Infinite directionality stabilises the forces
in the zone of the consciousness of the
inhnite directionality, thus making it
equivalent to positive non-directionality.
Such a stabilised zone is interpreted by
surrounding non-stabilised zones as a
'rock' or centre of refercnce for therr
non-stable motions. Such a 'rock' is a
zone of awareness of non-difference
between the Selfof the A.S.P. and the
'phenomenal self identified as the
reference centre and starting point for the
process of self-realisation.

All religions have aimed at the
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restoration of a lost relation with the
A.S.P., either by prayer, ritual proced-
ures, or adoption of spbcific pattems or
mental attitudes, or by re-statement of
non-difference between the A.S.P. and
the modalisation produced by it.

The Ekklesia Para Hexon states that
beyond all phenomena is that which
modalises Itself as phenomena, so that
the place of any phenomenon is also the
place of the ultimate causal A.S.P.
Retention of the identification processes
in any zone of modalisation under all
conceivable conditions is the attainment
of self-determinant immortality.

,.\GE. AGEII{G AND
FNOW TO DEAL

WII|HI NT.

hatever one's age one should
remaln open to new

€xperiences, new ideas, new ways of
doing things. The manifest routine
pattems of behaviour of most aged
people should not be tak€n as the norm,
for in general these paftems are the
product of social conditioning. A man
works physically at his job for so many
years, and then, because of the geater
energies ofyounger men, he is displaced,
and often teated as if his life is now
void ofsignificance. This has given rise
to the beliefthat a man is better dead if
he reaches an age when his capacity for
physical work is reduced significantly
below that of younger men who can

replace him. The possibility that the
'retired' man may have another kind of
life to that of'socially productive labour'
is hardly thought of. But the 'retired'

man has a new work to do - the
coordination and precis-making of his
life's experience to add his acquired
knowledge and wisdom to the pool of
human intelligence - the Nodsphere.

EH

A Manx Landlady

REASON is the eye of the mind.
INTUITION is the eye ofthe Sout.
SENSATION is the eye ofthe body.

Sensation tells us that some force is
acting upon our body. Reason tells us the
form ofthis force. Intuition tells us that
this force is our own self-force.
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